
The most fascinating aspect of infectious disease is the combination of interactions between 
the human immune system, pathogens, and drugs. This interplay between the human body and 
Cryptosporidium, one of the most common enteric parasites on the globe, remains largely 
undiscovered, and thus hosts an abundance of opportunities to search for the answers to questions like 
how prevalent is Crypto, the abridged name of the pathogen, in the US and how aware are Americans 
about this parasite and their contraction of it. As a result, my original work for ISM this year will 
pertain to launching a nationwide campaign about Cryptosporidium for the primary purpose of 
raising awareness about this public health issue. In fact, according to the CDC, the US witnessed a rise 
in reports of Crypto infection from 2005 to 2012. An additional purpose of undertaking such an 
extensive project is to challenge myself by encouraging improvement in my communication ability as 
well as my organizational skill. Going into further detail about my original work, I plan to collaborate 
with my mentor Dr. Wetzel, an associate pediatric professor at UT Southwestern Medical Center and 
infectious disease physician at Children’s Medical Dallas, to first build a fundamental understanding 
of Cryptosporidium. Utilizing this knowledge, I hope to create an informational flyer that offers a 
short synopsis of the parasite and have the accuracy of the flyer’s information validated by Dr. Wetzel. 
The campaign part of the project involves then shipping the flyers to various health clinics and 
humanitarian organizations throughout the nation to be displayed in their offices. My desired end 
result through this campaign is to begin organizing projects that impact local and also national 
communities through the improvement of public health. 

My original work comprises of several steps, each required a thorough dedication to its time 
and work commitment. The first step would be to begin gaining knowledge about Crypto. This can 
be achieved through the guidance under my mentor, analysis of medical articles, and further research 
through various mediums like textbooks and reliable digital sources. I would then proceed to create a 
document summarizing a brief overview of the pathogen in order to organize and filter the 
information gathered. The third stage utilizes the summary as a stepping stone to produce a rough 
draft of the informational flyer, which will contain an overview, symptoms, treatment, prevention 
methods, and a list of populations most susceptible in relation to Cryptosporidium. Dr. Wetzel will 
review this rough draft of the flyer and suggest potential improvements. After a series of collaboration 
and edits, the informational aspect of the flyer will be complete. The second major aspect of the flyer is 
enhancing the visual appeal of the product through digital media like Canva. Once the informational 
and visual aspects of the flyer are done, Dr. Wetzel will receive the final version of the flyer. If she 
approves of the finished product, I can then begin to call various free health clinics, hospitals, and 
public health organizations across the nation to ask them if they would be interested in receiving a flyer 
to promote public awareness about Crypto. Further incorporating organization, this part of my 
original work will require the creation of a document to chart which organizations are interested as 
well as their shipping address. The final step, signaling the total completion of my original work, 
would be to ship the flyers to each of the approved locations through the U.S. postal service. In 
addition to the physical endeavors undertaken for this project, my original work will also promote the 
use of higher level thinking skills. For example, promoting my product to medical and humanitarian 



professionals requires confidence, knowledge about your topic, and initiative. Another example is how 
collaboration with a physician and professor will certainly teach me how to better accept constructive 
criticism. Lastly, summarizing the abundance of information researched onto one page and translating 
the information so it is comprehensible to the public involve an adept analysis and understanding of 
the subject.  

Lastly, my original work strives not only to exceed personal goals, but also to meet the ISM 
criteria. The campaign reflects my growing comprehension of the field of infectious disease as the 
information on the flyer is learned through extensive research on Cryptosporidium through medical 
articles, mentor visits, and public health websites. Secondly, my product embeds analysis, synthesis, 
and evaluation through multiple aspects. For example, I will analyze the research material to build a 
basic understanding of Cryptosporidium. This analysis is necessary for evaluating and filtering the 
information gathered and then synthesizing an informational flyer about the parasite and launching a 
nationwide awareness campaign, the latter aspect testifying to my dedication to effort. Another ISM 
expectations my original work satisfies is the product’s demonstration of creativity and attention to 
detail. Launching a nationwide campaign shows creativity because the action involves individuality 
through the unique topic you are campaigning for as well as the uncommoness for high school 
students to want to make such a broad impact. The various prototype documents and detailed charts 
demonstrate the significance of organization and attention. Finally, my product is helpful to not only 
my mentor as it offers her a better understanding of the new field of Cryptosporidium research, but it 
also impacts my community and American society by raising awareness about an unknown health 
issue.  


